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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
This bachelor’s thesis aims to tackle the managerial perspective of online privacy
concern. The measures used by big tech to manage the increasingly important concern
will be examined. In this research project, big tech refers to the five largest companies
operating in the tech industry – Amazon, Apple, Facebook, Google and Microsoft.

Lately, big tech has faced increasing scrutiny on their handling of online privacy

matters. The increasing scrutiny has manifested, for example, in American politics with
democratic presidential candidate Elizabeth Warren calling for a break-up of big tech
(Kelly, 2019). Regulatory bodies have also voiced their concerns over issues pertaining
to big tech’s management of privacy issues (Romm, 2019).

Furthermore, previous literature on the measures which big tech uses to mitigate the

privacy concerns of both the general public and the users of their services is quite
scarce. Previous literature has rather focused on online privacy concern as a general

phenomenon, and how it affects the actions and perceptions of consumers – rather
than addressing the management perspective.

1.2 Research Problem

This research will address the knowledge gap in academic literature, relating to the

measures used by big tech to manage online privacy concern. The current

understanding of online privacy concern mainly relates to the consumer perspective,
with a lack of understanding towards the managerial perspective. This research also

relates to the public interest, as it should be properly understood how big tech
companies manage online privacy concern, before proper critiques can be presented

towards them. Therefore, it can be said that there is no adequate academic
understanding of how large internet companies manage online privacy concern.
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1.3 Research Question

Online privacy concern is manifested both from the side of consumers and regulatory
bodies which represent the interest of consumers in the internet economy. Based on
this distinction, the two main research questions of this thesis are:
•

How do large online tech companies respond to consumers’ concerns about

•

How do large online tech companies respond to regulatory actions concerning

online privacy?
online privacy?

These two questions pertain to both the individual and societal factors of online privacy
concern. Online privacy concern is considered a detrimental factor to the operations of
big tech companies.

1.4 Research Objectives

This research aims to increase the understanding of the measures used by big tech to

manage online privacy concern, and for that purpose there are four research objectives
to guide the research. The four objectives are:
•

To explore the different methods used by big tech to mitigate and leverage
consumers’ online privacy concern

•

To explore the different methods used by big tech to mitigate and leverage the
impact of privacy-related regulation

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Introduction

This literature review will provide a succinct overview of the current academic
discourse on online privacy, mainly from the perspective concerning businesses
operating in the internet. The literature review will mostly involve discourse on the
impact of online privacy as a subject to businesses, as opposed to the viewpoint of this

study itself – the measures employed by big tech to manage online privacy concern.
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Big tech herein refers to the largest five technological companies in the United States
– Google, Apple, Facebook, Amazon and Microsoft, which will be better defined later.

The reason for the viewpoint of the literature review is the novelty of this study, as the

literature on managing online privacy concern is mostly based on theoretical
recommendations, rather than how it is managed in practice.

Firstly, dynamic between online privacy and big tech will be discussed. The definition

of big tech will be first established based on previous literature, while the follow up will
assess the impact of privacy concern on online business.

Secondly, the theory of online privacy, split into “social” and “individual” approaches

will be assessed. The section will look into different theories on online privacy, which
can be split into the two categories. This section will borrow heavily from fields outside
of business, including philosophy, information sciences and social science.

Thirdly, the concerns regarding online privacy will be investigated, both from the
consumer and regulatory perspectives. The section will establish the causes and
effects of privacy concern. The section will also delve into the dynamic between
consumers and the regulatory bodies.

Finally, findings of the literature review will be summarized. The previous topic areas
will be presented concisely and gaps in the current literature will be identified. A
conceptual framework for the dynamic between online privacy and big tech business
will be presented from the perspective of pre-existing literature.

2.2 Big Tech

Big tech has received increasing attention towards their online privacy practices,

especially with the recent Cambridge Analytica scandal (Isaak & Hanna, 2008) and
other public discussion revolving around data collection. For the purpose of this

research, this section of the literature review will establish what is meant by “big tech”,

as well as assess the impact of online privacy concern on their business. Despite the
3

public discourse around these companies, the current state of literature relating to
these companies in this context is quite lacking.

Big tech in the context of this paper is defined as the five largest public companies by

market capitalization, excluding Saudi Aramco, the “GAFAM” – Google (Alphabet),
Apple, Amazon, Facebook, Microsoft. Such a definition has for example been

proposed by Smyrnaios (2016), who criticized these companies as being exploitative

oligopolies, formed by neoliberal policies. Without agreeing nor disagreeing with
Smyrnaios’ views on these companies themselves, it is regardless evident that these
five companies are powerful actors in the technological space and also very relevant,
if for no other reason but the sheer amount of public discourse around the five.

2.3 Online Privacy

As online privacy is a central topic of this study, it must first be examined what

constitutes online privacy. Study of online privacy is an interdisciplinary field, with the
articles in this section of the literature review belonging to the fields of philosophy,
information sciences and social sciences. The focus of this section is on assessing
different reasonings for what privacy is, and how it might be violated or protected. Most

of the theories use normative reasoning, some of which varies by theory – thus as can
be seen in the following subsections, privacy is not a clear-cut topic.

This section will revolve around two prevalent discourses on privacy, which have

emerged during the late 20th and early 21st century. The two approaches to be

examined are the individual and social approaches to privacy, as per the grouping used
by Marcel (2019). Finally, a brief comparison of the two approaches will be conducted.

2.3.1 Individual Approaches

Marcel (2019) describes individual approaches to online privacy as primarily relating
to an individual’s ability to retain autonomy over themselves. According to them, the
individual approach to privacy is based on normative expectations of an individual’s

“right to be left alone”, as originally described by Warren & Brandeis (1890). These
4

approaches are thus primarily concerned with the relationship between an individual

and the preservation of the sanctity of their own information. The individual approaches
to privacy also take an ethical universalist approach, as they argue for uncompromised
normative rights.

Martin (2016) groups approaches to privacy into three groups: Access-view,
Control/Fair information principle (FIP) and Context-dependent norms, the latter of
which represents a social approach to privacy. For individual approaches of privacy,

the access view and control/FIP approaches are thus relevant to this section of the
literature review.

By the grouping of Martin (2016), the access-view represents the original “right to be
left alone” definition of privacy. Thus, if a person wants to be left alone, that should be
respected with privacy being retained. Martin argues that loss of privacy follows the act
of sharing private information about oneself. The original papers cited by Martin to form

the grouping of access-view privacy are somewhat connected by the same idea of
privacy being fulfilled when one does not share their information, however, the
grouping itself is not formulated in the original studies.

The other privacy approach established by Martin (2016) in their study is the

control//FIP approach. Unlike the access-view approach, the control/FIP is perhaps
better formulated as a distinct theory in privacy elsewhere in academic literature. The

same approach appears to be originally formulated by Westin (1967) as cited in Pollach
(2005): ‘‘the claim of individuals, groups, or institutions to determine for themselves

when, how, and to what extent information about them is communicated to others’’.

Privacy is thus about being able to control to what extent one’s personal information is
shared to others. Similar views have been raised by Parker (1974) as referenced by

Moore (2008), who argues that privacy is a normative subject and likewise no definition
of privacy will be appropriate by the judgement of everyone.

Thus, the control approach to privacy represents a similar individualistic view to privacy

as the access-view approach: both are concerned with the individual’s decisions about
their own privacy, as a rational decisionmaker. Even the differences between the two

approaches are quite minor. Whereas the access-view approach is more concerned
5

with participation in information sharing actions compromising privacy, the control
approach to privacy concerns “oversharing” one’s personal information. Therefore, the
control approach to privacy appears more complete, as it is more detailed.

2.3.2 Social Contract Approach

Social contract approach to privacy is a recent development in privacy scholarship,
having emerged in the early 21st century. The approach is a response to perceived
inadequacies of individual approaches to privacy. Martin (2016), for example, argues
that the individual approaches of privacy lead to misguidance of users on the behalf of
online firms, as firms merely try to communicate their best intentions, without fulfilling

them. Individual theories of privacy have also been criticized for being overly general
and lacking sensitivity for contextual factors (Nissenbaum, 2004).

The social contract approach to privacy has originally emerged from the concept of

privacy as a contextual integrity, as originally developed by H. Nissenbaum. in a journal

article by the same title. In the model of contextual integrity, privacy should be
evaluated in the context of the stakeholders’ norms. The concerns of privacy should
primarily be among the stakeholders’ themselves. However, should a participant abuse

their powerful position or act in an indecent way, then law and policy should be used

to uphold privacy in line with the normative expectations of a community (Nissenbaum,
2004).

The further developed social contract approach to privacy combines the relativist

tendencies of the contextual integrity model with some universal principles. The social

contract theory of Martin (2016) maintains that privacy should be context-dependent,
with a focus on social contracts negotiated in a community. The social contract model
of Martin is based on three main principles:

(1) Contracting community focus – Privacy norms are developed by the community
(2) Microcontract norms – Individuals share information about the usage of
personal information

(3) Role of contractors – Businesses are expected to promote strong expectations
for privacy

6

The social contract theory of privacy makes a strong case for an ideal community, in

regard of privacy, wherein both individuals and businesses have a strong sense of
responsibility towards upholding privacy. The social contract theory, as Martin states,
can be utilized as an analytical tool for consideration of stakeholders’ interest.
However, the viability of such model translating into the context of reality seems

unlikely, as it would have to be predated by the community being responsible and
knowledgeable about privacy. As Martin argues, consumers act irrational in matters

pertaining to online privacy, as shown by various other studies. How would those same

irrational consumers then be reasonably expected to be the normative gatekeepers of
the hypothetical social contract?

2.3.3 Comparing Individual and Social Approaches

The individual and social approaches have both their merits. The individual approach

makes a strong case for inalienable, universal right to privacy, while the social is more
sensitive to the contextual dimension of privacy.

As scholars supporting the social contract approach have noted, the individual

approaches to privacy could be inadequate, due to consumers making uninformed
privacy-related decisions. Consistent with this critique, some studies, such as one
conducted by Acquisti & Grossklags (2005) exhibits results which imply that
consumers are not fully informed of privacy risks pertaining to their online behaviour.

Social contract approaches on the other hand, could be criticized for ethical relativism

and compromising the individual perspective. While the supporters of social contract

approach to privacy tend to argue for superseding the individual perspective, a recent
study by Yeolib et al. (2018) shows that individual differences in online privacy concern

vary due to personal factors. With variance in individual differences in concern, shared
norms could lead to violation of the individual.

While the individual and social contract approaches appear quite contrary to one
another, there have also been attempts in integrating the two perspectives. Such has

been argued by Marcel (2019), who proposes that both individual and social
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approaches to privacy are necessary for the problems of the digital age. Marcel

proposes that individual autonomy must be retained, while the control over flows of

information must be assessed according to the previously outlined social approaches,
with certain improvements which are beyond the scope of this discussion.

2.4 Online Privacy Concern

Having established the theoretical background of online privacy, what must be

understood next is the concern related to online privacy. This section will be split into

two separate topics: consumer concern and privacy regulation. While there is a
dynamic between these two topics, it makes sense to address them separately for
clarity.

2.4.1 Consumer Concern
Online consumer privacy concern has been extensively studied, especially in relation

to e-commerce and online advertising business. Ashworth & Free (2006) view internet

services usage as a transaction wherein users trade privacy for use of services. They
apply the concept of justice to evaluate the transaction. According to their theory,

consumer concerns would arise from unjust transactions. The two types of justice
expected, according to them are:
•

Distributive justice – The transaction is just if the goods received by the firm

•

Procedural justice – The transaction is just if the prevalent ethical norms are

amount to the personal information given up by the consumer
followed

The extended online privacy concern model of Anic et al. (2019) is consistent with the
concept of distributive justice. According to the results of their study, the benefits of

internet-use exceeds consumers’ online privacy concern – which explains why people
take part in online transactions and trade their privacy for services.
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The study of Anic et al. (2019) also found that individuals’ online privacy concern is
affected by their computer anxiety and belief in privacy rights, with both factors leading
to increased online privacy concern. Their model also notes that privacy concern is

affected by the prevalent privacy regulation. However, the study was conducted on
Croatian population, and thus there might be differences among populations. The
authors also studied whether traditional values and social trust had a connection with
privacy concern, but they did not find a link.

Similarly, Yao et al. (2007) found in their study of American undergraduate students
that personal belief in privacy rights is a significant cause of online privacy concern.
They also found empirical evidence that online privacy and need for privacy in
traditional settings are closely connected, with belief in privacy rights being a mediating
variable between need for privacy and online privacy concern.

A study was also conducted on another set of undergraduate students in Hong Kong

by Yao & Zhang (2008), replicating similar results in terms of the relationship between

privacy rights belief and online privacy concern. The study found additionally that more
frequent internet use was associated with larger online privacy concern, while internet
use diversity was associated with less concern. The results seem unintuitive and

contradictory to the earlier 2007 study by Yao et al., wherein internet use diversity was
associated with stronger belief in privacy rights, mediated by internet use frequency.

Online privacy concerns are also found to develop over time. Goldfarb & Tucker (2012)

studied market research from 2001 to 2008 and discovered that refusals to respond to
some questions had grown over time and that older people were more likely to refuse

answering. As they state, however, the results cannot be necessarily generalized due
to the survey limitations and possible shifts in demographics. Despite that, they posit
that their survey could stand as evidence of increasing privacy concern over time.

Noteworthy is also that they do not specifically address online privacy concern, but as

shown before by the results of Yao et al. (2007), online privacy concern is closely
related to privacy concern in general.

Actions from firms and regulators can also influence online privacy concern of
individuals. Wirtz et al. (2007) found that online privacy concern can be mitigated both
9

with organizational and public policies, through the consumers’ perception of
regulation. Notable is that it was not the direct effects of regulation that Wirtz et al.

studied, but consumers’ attitudes towards regulation. According to their results,
consumers might withhold, fabricate and take additional protective measures towards

their information if they think that their privacy is being violated. The study was
conducted only on US citizens, however a study of Lancelot Miltgen & Smith (2015)
also found that perceived regulatory privacy protection led to smaller online privacy
concern among UK citizens.

High quality communication and low sensitivity of information asked can also mitigate

online privacy concern, according to Lwin et al. (2016). They found that requests of

high sensitivity information lead to previously described protective measures for
information disclosure, mediated by online privacy concern. The same hypothesis was
tested with communication quality, but no support was found at a significant level.

Nevertheless, the study confirmed again that online privacy concern leads to protective
measures overall.

2.4.2 Privacy Regulation

Acting upon the privacy concerns of consumers, privacy regulation has gained

increasing weight in public discussion. This section will succinctly explore the concept
of privacy regulation, without going into too much detail with privacy regulation, as

regulation varies by geographical areas. Based on the findings from the previous
section, privacy regulation might influence online privacy concern through consumers’
perception of regulation.

Current literature focusses on the effects of privacy regulation, especially in terms of

the effectiveness of regulation to online privacy concern. A recent conference paper

by Degeling et al. (2019) provides empirical evidence of the effectiveness of privacy
regulation. The study found positive changes in large companies’ online privacy
policies consistent with the deadlines set by the European general data protection act
(GDPR).
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Whitman (2004) makes a point that privacy norms vary greatly across societies, thus
it would be unrealistic to assume that Americans and Europeans, as an example, would

accept the same kind of regulation as one another. The implication from this viewpoint
is that not only will regulation vary across geographical borders, people in different
societies will also have different expectations towards privacy, despite the global
outreach of internet services.

Regulation also varies in form, as per the regulatory framework provided. The main
two forms of privacy regulation are government and self-regulation. Both of these forms
can be observed in Western countries, with regulation in the United States largely

relying on industry self-regulation by third party certifiers while the European model
relies on strong government regulation (Walsh et al., 2017).

While regulation should, if crafted to match the privacy expectations of the individuals
in a community, lead to decreased privacy concerns, there might still be downsides to

regulation. Fuller (2018) argues such a point, by positing that privacy regulation would

be akin to a price control. Their logic is that if the ability of companies to collect private

information were to be restricted, the companies would thus lose a portion of revenue
accrued therefrom, thus setting a price control on their services. According to their
argument, the overall welfare of consumers could be reduced as a result of privacy

regulation, because price controls are generally seen as welfare-reducing by
economists.

Similar concerns are raised by Campbell et al. (2015). Their model predicts that
introduction of privacy regulation could lead to concentration of market in the hands of

larger companies and reduce competition. Additionally, regulation could have the
further effect of reducing product quality according to them.

2.5 Conclusions

Big tech was defined as the five largest public companies by market capitalization,

excluding Saudi Aramco, which are Google, Apple, Facebook, Amazon and Microsoft.
These companies have faced scrutiny for their large market power and business
11

practises. Nevertheless, the literature relating to this aspect of these companies was
found to be sparse.

The theory behind online privacy was examined. The theoretical approach to online
privacy was split into two main discourses: individual and social contract approaches.

It was determined that both approaches have their merits and drawbacks. The
individual approaches support a notion of strong personal autonomy and universal

ethical rights, without accounting for the social context of privacy. The social contract

approaches are sensitive to the social context of privacy but lack the strong moral
protections for privacy.

Online privacy concern was found to arise from a multitude of causes and be closely

related to the concept of justice, as perceived by consumers. Online privacy concern
was found to be a cause of both personal features, but also social factors relating to
industry and government regulation of privacy. Privacy regulation was found to have
merits in terms of improved privacy; however, drawbacks were also found, especially

in terms of economic welfare and competitiveness of the internet. It was also found
that privacy regulation tends to vary across societies, due to different expectations
towards privacy and regulation thereof.

2.5.1 Conceptual Framework

The conceptual framework in this section will support the main research of this study.

The framework is built upon the three sections of the literature review, focusing on the

drivers of online privacy concern. The framework presents the direct relationship
between online privacy concern and big tech – online privacy concern leads to
protective measures on behalf of the users, which are expected to exert a negative

influence on big tech. The second part of the study will focus on the measures
undertaken by big tech to manage the variables at the top of the model.
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3. METHODOLOGY
3.1. Qualitative Document Analysis

A qualitative research method was chosen to supplement the exploratory nature of this
study. Despite most business research utilizing quantitative methods, qualitative
research methods have many uses, namely the development of new theory (Suranga
& Kalsi, 2015). As this study deals with a novel topic area, a qualitative method was

considered the best option. Therefore, the focus is on understanding the measures
used by big tech to manage online privacy concern, rather than trying to quantitatively
assess the usage of the measures.

Furthermore, a document analysis method was chosen for the study, mainly due to the
potential difficulty of obtaining any useful data by, for example, interviewing
representatives of the companies. For big tech, privacy is evidently also a matter of

public relations, thus it could be assumed that no meaningful data beyond the publicly
available could be collected from there. Document analysis was determined to be
useful as a method, for clarifying, from publicly available sources the methods which
big tech use to manage online privacy concern.

Qualitative document analysis is an emerging research method, which tackles a
research problem in a way like thematic analysis, allowing the researcher to identify
themes from the source material, which can then be further developed through the use
13

and analysis of different documents (Bowen, 2009). Inferences were made from source
texts through the interpretation of the author of this study, both through deductive and

inductive reasoning. According to Azungah (2018), deduction can be used to relate
findings to previous literature while induction can be used to discover new themes from
research material. In this study, deduction serves as a tool for explaining online privacy

concern management with previous research as a basis, while induction serves the
purpose of identifying new theoretical relationships.

Document analysis is highly dependent on the selection of documents to be assessed,

as the selected documents act as the foundation for the research. The selection criteria

and reasoning for the documents which were considered are further detailed in the
following section.

3.2. Data and Collection Methods

Documents were selected for the research based on both inductive and deductive
reasoning, as previously described. This combination allows for discovery of new

information, however, with the potential fallback of researcher bias – as researcher
judgement is at the centre of the document selection. The two separate selection
criteria for the documents were, based on the research objectives:
•
•

The document should explain how big tech addresses privacy concern

The document should explain how big tech addresses privacy regulation

Documents were selected from online sources, through search engine. The

documents were interpreted as they were. The types of documents chosen included:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Webpages

Annual reports

Trade research
Databases

News articles

Opinion pieces and other similar writings
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4. FINDINGS
4.1 Introduction

This section will assess the inferences made from the data. The findings will be split
into different subsections, based on the themes identified from the source documents.

The source documents include various website sources, previous trade research and

financial disclosures. The full bibliographic detail of the sources is available in the
reference list at the end of this paper. Previous trade research and similar documents
are explicitly cited in text, while the rest of the findings are paraphrased from the source

documents. Additional detail and the sections of the findings which each document
relates to will be laid out in the appendix 1.

4.2 Lobbying and Advocacy

According to a previous report compiled by vpmentor.com (n.d.), privacy is among the
most significant lobbying issues among big tech in the United States. The data
compiled by vpnmentor.com from lobbying reports submitted to U.S House of
Representatives since 2005 was summarized in table 1.
Company

Proportion of lobbying

Rank of topic “privacy”

privacy

select topics in lobbying

reports mentioning

as a mention among ten
reports. 1 = most

frequent topic, 10 =
Amazon

25%

Facebook

61%

Apple

Google

Microsoft

least frequent topic.

45%
64%
43%

2
3
1
1
2

Table 1: Lobbying reports submitted to U.S. House of Representatives by Big Tech
since 2005 pertaining to privacy. Sourced from vpnmentor.com (n.d.).
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The data indicates, that privacy is the foremost lobbying issue among big tech, in terms

of frequency among Facebook and Google in the United States. Among the other three
companies, privacy is also a key issue, ranking higher than most other key issues as
outlined in the report. The report does not make statements about the attitude of these

companies towards privacy issues, but rather just shows that privacy is considered an
important issue.

In the United States, most of big tech is represented by Internet Association (IA),

lobbying organization “representing the interests of the internet economy”. Members
from big tech include Amazon, Facebook, Google and Microsoft, out of which all but
Microsoft are founding members. The group directly advocates their views to
policymakers in the United States.

IA tries to partake in the legislative process for privacy regulation. The organization
seeks a federal, unified framework for privacy legislation. According to the group, the

legislation should be made as simple as possible and be applied consistently.

Emphasis is placed on meeting the “reasonable expectations” of consumers towards
privacy and protecting them from harm.

Despite the calls for regulation, the statements of IA also place a lot of emphasis on
the role of internet companies’ role in ensuring adequate protections of privacy. They

note, that their member companies have already acted transparently and provided
privacy controls to their users. As they also argue for a standardized regulation across

the board, they posit that the regulation should be contextually applied – it should be

based on performance standards, not prescription and the case-by-case protections of
privacy should be grounded in risk assessment. Thus, while IA calls for privacy
regulation, a lot of judgement would be placed in the hands of the companies
themselves.

According to data sourced from the EU lobbying database lobbyfacts.eu, it was found
that most of the big tech engage in privacy lobbying in Europe. The data available at

LobbyFacts is sourced directly from EU official governmental bodies. The data
pertaining to big tech and privacy obtained from LobbyFacts.eu is compiled in table 2.
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Company

How many times the words
“privacy” or “e-privacy” were
included among the topics of
lobbying meetings with

Amazon Europe
Core SARL
Apple Inc.

Facebook Ireland
Limited

Google

Microsoft

Corporation

European Commission

Total amount spent on
lobbying overall, in
Euros (€)

0

1 750 000 - 1 999 999

8

2 000 000 - 2 249 999

17

8 000 000 - 8 249 999

20

3 500 000 - 3 749 000

13

5 000 000 - 5 249 999

Table 2: Privacy-related lobbying and total amount spent on lobbying by big tech
towards European Commission. Sourced from LobbyFacts.eu (n.d.).

Based on the data presented above, every one of the big tech companies except

Amazon has directly lobbied the European Commission on issues pertaining to

privacy. All the companies have spent significant monetary amounts on lobbying, with

Google clearly distinguishing themselves among the group. Noteworthy is, that these
lobbying figures do not include the possible lobbying by consultancies, trade unions

and other actors alike which could represent these companies. The monetary amounts
specifically spent on privacy-related lobbying are also not disclosed.

4.3 Regulatory Compliance

Regulatory compliance was found to be a focal point for the management of online
privacy concern for big tech. Specifically, the annual reports of each of the big tech
companies mentioned risks associated with privacy regulation and precautions which

the companies are taking to mitigate the adverse effects from privacy regulation
towards them. Annual reports were reviewed for this section, as companies are often
unwilling to disclose their risk management positions to the public in other ways. The
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annual reports were sought using U.S Securities Exchange Commission’s EDGAR
database.

Central concern of the companies are the adverse effects which they face from privacy
regulation. The risks mentioned by the companies were summarized in table 3.
Company
Risk

Fines and
penalties

Product and

service changes

Decreased service
usefulness or

attractiveness

Alphabet

Amazon

Apple

X

X

X

X

X

(Google)

X

Decreased service
demand or

availability

Facebook Microsoft

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

Having to change
business

operations and

X

practices

Impediment of
product

X

Increased costs

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

development

Civil and criminal
litigations

Diversion of

management

X

Negative publicity

X

resources

X
X
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X

X

X

Adverse

operational or

financial impact
Increased

regulatory
oversight

Inability to target
advertising

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Table 3: Risks recognized by big tech companies relating to privacy regulation.
Compiled from the 2019 Annual report form 10-Ks of Alphabet, Amazon, Apple,
Facebook and Google.

There are numerous risks which all the companies have noted in their reports, however
differences in recognition exist. The most common negative impacts relate to

increased costs, changes of business practices, litigations, adverse operational or
financial impacts and penalties. Interestingly, Microsoft did not mention litigations

explicitly in relation to privacy as did the other companies. Negative publicity was also
mentioned by all the companies. Overall, the risks were stated in very nonspecific
terms and these companies did not link the risks associated with privacy regulation to
explicit, concrete examples.

Most of the companies apart from Apple mentioned having to change their products

and services as a risk. Apple mentioned, however, in addition to Alphabet, that
regulatory actions might lead to decreased service usefulness or attractiveness. Like

Apple, Amazon also recognizes the risk of decreased service demand or availability
arising from regulatory actions.

Impediment of new product development, denoting either inability or increased
difficulty of deploying new products was mentioned by Alphabet, Facebook and
Microsoft. Diversion of management resources, increased regulatory oversight and

inability to target advertising were something which only Alphabet and Facebook
mentioned.
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The companies anticipate unintended causes, which could compromise the privacy of
their users. These include, for example, data breaches which would be a cause of

privacy concern despite it not being the companies’ intention to compromise the users’
data. Third parties are also considered a risk, when dealing with users’ private data.
Facebook for example mentions of a prior case (Cambridge Analytica) in which,

according to them, some data was unintentionally accessed by the other company they
were offering data access to. Such events also present a regulatory risk for the
companies, as the companies could be held liable for compromising the liability of their
clients, despite even their best intentions to not have that happen.

In addition to present regulation, the companies expect uncertainty in the regulatory

landscape pertaining to online privacy. Regulation could develop in a way, which would
introduce additional requirements for the companies. The companies also posit, that

the interpretation of present laws could change or be applied in a novel way, which
could not be expected. International and state differences are also seen as a cause of

ambiguity in complying with privacy regulation, as different jurisdictions have divergent
rules on privacy regulation. For example, EU has recently put into effect the General
Data Protection Regulation, which has been a major undertaking for big tech to deal

with. Other similar regulatory reforms are taking place which have been noted by the

companies, such as California Consumer Privacy Act and Brazilian General Data
Protection Law.

It is also postulated by the companies, that due to their size they could be targeted by

extensive scrutiny from regulators. Thus, the companies would have to act above the
expectations set by present regulation. Likewise, the companies argue that their size
makes it challenging act in accordance with regulation, due to the unprecedented

scope of their operations. The companies are expecting, for example, targeted privacy

audits from regulators towards privacy practices. To manage the effects of privacy
regulation, most of the companies claim to be investing to make their services more
private.
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4.4 Market Positioning

Big tech provides the most popular products and services in their respective market

segments. The Best Global Brands 2019 -report (Interbrand, 2019) lists big tech
among the following ranks in their global brand ranking, based on the brands’ role in
the market, the strength of the brand and their financials:
•
•
•
•
•

Apple – 1st

Google – 2nd

Amazon – 3rd

Microsoft – 4th

Facebook – 14th

These rankings represent the relative strength of these companies in the global
economy, which implies that these companies have significant market power.

The products and services of the companies also hold significant shares of their

respective market, thus incurring potential drawbacks, such as switching costs to users
interested in using competing companies’ products and services.

Furthermore, secondary sources were assessed to find the market shares of big tech

companies in their respective fields of business. Due to the wide-ranging operations of

the companies, only their central products and services were considered (see table 4).
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Market

Product

Search Engines

Google

91.98%

Google

Android

38.61%

Google

Consumer

Service

/ Market Share

bing

Operating Systems Windows
iOS

Mobile Phones

US e-commerce
Social Media

OS X

iPhone

Amazon

Facebook

Instagram
YouTube

2.55%

34.96%
15.63%
8.3%

27.03%
37.30%
64.99%
8.54%
3.1%

Company

Microsoft
Microsoft
Apple
Apple
Apple

Amazon

Facebook
Facebook
Google

Table 4: Market shared of big tech’s products and services in select markets. Sourced
from statcounter.com (n.d.) and emarketer.com (n.d.).

These statistics demonstrate the large economic power which big tech hold in their
respective consumer markets, leaving consumers with quite few viable alternatives to
choose apart from big tech’s products.

4.5 User Privacy Information and Controls

Different big tech companies were found to have both similar and dissimilar
approaches to informing their users about information pertaining to their online privacy

and allowing their users to control their private information. For this section of the
findings, various consumer privacy-related webpages of the big tech companies were
reviewed. Overall, most of big tech was found to inform their users about their privacy
practices in a clear and understandable way.

Google has a “Safety Centre” webpage to inform their users about the handling of
private information. The webpage posits that the collection of data leads to improved
services and is collected because of that. A point is made, however, that Google

always informs what data is being collected and how and why it is being used.
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Furthermore, it is said that users can control themselves how their private information
is used. The webpage and all subpages of it address the user personally and employ

colourful infographics and cartoony human figures in addition to the text body (see
figure 1).

Figure 1: An example of infographics used on Google’s
(safety.google.com/privacy)

Safety Centre

Noteworthy is, that upon trying to access one of the subpages of the English

privacy.google.com, the author of this study was redirected to safety.google.com, in
Finnish which was slightly different from the original page accessed in terms of the

different subpages. Even after tweaking their language settings, the author of this study

could not access privacy.google.com in its entirety and had to thus review

safety.google.com, in Finnish. This possibly implies that Google communicates
differently to users about privacy in different countries, although this remains
unverified.

On the subpage “Transparency”, Google gives examples of data collected by their
services and purposes for which the said data is used. Examples include automatic

filling of Google Searches, fast pathfinding in Google Maps and discovery of interesting
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content in YouTube. Throughout the webpage, a positive tone is displayed, with most
of the content being placed under the header “We make Google’s services more useful
with data”. A small paragraph is kept under the header “Data protection is at the
forefront of our products”, which states that data protection is in a central position in

product development processes at Google, all the way from design to product
management.

Another subpage about “Data Protection Control” informs the users about the
possibility to personalize their privacy settings with “efficient and easy data protection

tools”, to control what data is collected and used by Google’s services. The control
options allow users to quite precisely select which services can use which data and for

what purposes – for example, a user can select that their recent actions on their Google

account should not influence the personalized advertisements that they receive. It is
also possible for users to review, export and delete their private information. To make
things easier, there is a possibility for a “Safety Check-up” to review one’s safety
settings quickly, in a few minutes.

On the final subpage “Advertisements and Data”, the first header posits that Google
doesn’t sell private information to third parties. On the page, Google details how the

personalized advertisements work. The company posits that the use of data collected

by using Google’s services makes the advertisements more useful, while privacy of
their users remains protected due to anonymization of information. The company also

states that users can opt out of advertisements they don’t want to see and that they
can also review on what basis different advertisements were selected to be displayed
to them.

In addition to the Safety Centre, Google also has a “Privacy & Terms” subpage which

details in more specific terms how users’ private information is handled. The subpage
further links into “Privacy Policy”, the aforementioned “Safety Centre”, “Google Product
Privacy Guide” and “Our Privacy and Security Principles”. The privacy policy lays out
the legally required privacy policy, in very legal and specific terms. The section has

however been made been accessible to users and supplemented with infographics as
with the Safety Centre. The privacy policy also has direct hyperlinks into the previously
posited privacy control options. The product privacy guide provides specific details
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about the privacy controls that are available to users in Google’s different products.
Finally, the privacy and security principles presented by Google are the following:

1. Respect our users. Respect their privacy. – Paying consideration to data
collection, the use of said data and the protection of it.

2. Be clear about what data we collect and why. – Being transparent in making the
information “available, understandable and actionable”.

3. Never sell out users’ personal information to anyone. – Data is collected for
Google’s services and advertising purposes, not to sell it to third parties.

4. Make it easy for people to control their privacy. – Users should have the
personal choice for appropriate privacy settings.

5. Empower people to review, move, or delete their data. – Users should retain full
control over their data whenever and without specific reasons.

6. Build the strongest technologies into our products. – Safeguarding users’
privacy with latest technology.

7. Lead by example to advance online security for all. – Google considers itself the
pioneer in online security and shares their knowledge with other organizations.

Additionally, Google informs their users about Government requests for information at

transparencyreport.google.com, a webpage which specifies the amount of government

requests for private information which Google can disclose. Users can view per country
yearly data on the amount of which type of requests were received and the percentage
of requests were supplied with some data.

Like Google, Apple has a page dedicated to privacy, apple.com/privacy, with robust
explanation about their privacy practices. The page is clean in appearance and starts

by explaining that privacy is a fundamental human right and a core value at Apple. The

page starts by giving examples of Apple’s applications and how privacy is a
consideration in them. The examples include, for example, the anonymity of location

history in Maps-application, the privacy of personal messages in iMessages and the

delivery of news based on interests, not identifier in Apple News. The text body is
supported by graphical animations with convergent messages (see figure 2).
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Figure 2: Still image example of the supporting graphical animations utilized on Apple’s
privacy-webpage (apple.com/privacy)

The “Features” subpage of Apple’s privacy webpage starts with a statement consistent

with the ones on the main page – “We’re committed to protecting your data”. A point is
made about Apple’s products using innovative technologies and minimizing the
accessibility of data to others, to maximize privacy. The page then goes on to list

features of Apple’s apps which uphold the privacy of their users. The page essentially
expands upon the points posited on the main page, with further information. Each of

the applications listed has their own list of privacy features, which appear to be built

and considered for the purpose of the specific application. For example, the iMessages

application is stated to utilize end-to-end encryption. It is also stated that the iMessages
application cannot access users’ conversations and contacts. Furthermore, it is stated
that while the messages are backed up on Apple’s servers on iCloud, it is possible to
turn off the feature.

Further down the “Features” subpage, Apple lists five ways in which they protect their
users’ privacy:
•

Data minimization – Collecting as little data as possible, not maintaining profiles
of their users
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•

On-device intelligence – Processing as much information as possible on the
users’ devices, so information doesn’t have to be sent to Apple’s servers

•

Transparency and control – Informing the users about the usage of their private

•

Protecting your identity – Anonymizing the identity of data which must be sent

data and letting the users control the collection of said data
to Apple’s servers for processing

•

Data security – Combining hardware, software and services designed for
privacy to uphold data security

On Apple’s “Control” subpage of the privacy webpage, Apple further explains about

the possibility of controlling one’s sharing of private information with Apple. A point first
made about securing one’s device from unintended users, by measures such as twofactor authentication and face identification. The webpage then explains the settings

which can be used to control one’s private information, which appear quite similar to
the previously explained Google’s “Privacy tools”. The settings include the ability to
select the data that is shared, with the possibility to download and delete the said data.

Personal advertising can also be tweaked as with Google. As a final note, the webpage
makes a point about the possibility of malicious attempts by third parties to phish users’
private information, through e-mails and text messages, for example.

Apple also provides a “Transparency Report” on another subpage, which details the
different types of information requests made by governments across the world about

private information on Apple’s users. The webpage allows users to view which type of

information requests which governments made, how many identifiers (users) the
request concerns and for how many of those requests Apple supplied with the
otherwise private information of their users. For example, a report on the page shows

the requests received between January – June 2019 from the Finnish government (see
table 5).
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Table 5: Apple’s Customer Data Requests from the Finnish government between
January – June 2019 (https://www.apple.com/legal/transparency/fi.html)

In addition to the other subpages, the privacy section of Apple’s website also links into
privacy policy as a subpage, which contains the legally required privacy policy in more
specific and legal terms than what is presented in the more readable format in the

formerly presented webpages. The privacy policy links into some specific pages where
Apple’s users can change settings related to their personal information.
Microsoft was found to have a similar “Safety Centre” as Google, carrying the same

name. As was the case with Google, there is also a possibility of Microsoft changing
some information on their webpage, depending on the geographical location of the

user. The author of this study, for example, tried to change the localization of the
webpage to American English, which caused a hyperlink to “EU Compliance DoCs”
disappearing from the webpage. The webpage itself was reviewed as the Finnish
version, for the purpose of consistency with the other webpages reviewed.

Microsoft’s Safety Centre has the picture of Satya Nadella, the CEO of Microsoft at the
top. Next to the image is the statement “Your own information improving your user

experience – in your own control”, implying similar things as the statements presented
by Google – user data improves their services and the users should have control over

their private information. The first section of the webpage is titled “Satya’s’ Bulletin”,
implying that the statement is directly attributable to the CEO of Microsoft. The

beginning of the statements concerns the same overarching themes as Google and

Apple have posited – intelligent services and personalized technology, with
consideration towards users’ privacy and users’ own control over their private
information.
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Next up on the page, Microsoft presents their six key principles for privacy, which are:
•

Control – Users can easily control the use of their private information

•

Transparency – Users can make decisions based on transparent collection of

•

Data security – The personal data of users is protected with appropriate

•

Strong legal protections – Microsoft respects local privacy laws and privacy as

•

Other than content-based personalization – Microsoft does not use personal

•

User’s benefit – Data is collected to benefit users

personal information
technology

a human right

information to personalize advertisements

After the notice, Microsoft gives examples of the most commonly collected information,
explained with small paragraphs complemented by images (see figure 3), showing

mostly cartoon human figures doing daily routines. The page addresses the user

personally in a light, personal tone. Under the paragraphs, there are hyperlinks
available for further and more detailed reading on the subject. The examples include,

among others, the locations visited by Microsoft’s users, login and payment information
and diagnostics information about Windows 10 usage. For each of the categories,
examples are given about the users of the information. For example, Windows 10

usage information enables Microsoft to “care about your data security and continuously

improve your user experience”. Further down the page are specific links to change
privacy settings in different Microsoft products, such as Office and Skype.
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Figure 3: Example of complementary images on Microsoft’s Safety Centre
(privacy.microsoft.com)

In addition to the commitment to privacy presented on the main page, there are various
links for further reading on privacy and control of private information in Microsoft’s
services.

Firstly, there is a link available to a privacy dashboard which allows users to change

their privacy settings pertaining to their Microsoft account. Additional guidance is
provided on the same page for changing the privacy settings of various Microsoft’s
products and services.

Secondly, privacy policy can be accessed from the same page. The privacy policy
consists of specific and legal terms, which further detail the statements as presented
on the main page of the Safety Centre.

Thirdly, there is a page for government data requests as with Apple and Google. The

data is presented in a similar format, with data being available either by country or
region and by specific time periods. The number of requests, users/accounts specified
in the requests and the type of disclosures is specified.

Fourthly, there is a link to Microsoft’s “Trust Centre” which has further reading on the
topic of privacy. The subpage covers the following topics:
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•

How users’ data is protected in the cloud

•

How Microsoft complies with GDPR

•

What are Microsoft’s privacy principles

•
•

How Microsoft manages data

Additional documentation on privacy-related matters

Finally, Microsoft provides a privacy report which again further elaborates on the topics
covered on other areas of the webpage, with more specific figures, such as the number
of unique users who have visited their privacy dashboard.

Facebook, unlike the companies mentioned before, does not have a specific privacy
section on their webpage. Rather, Facebook informs their users about the handling of

their private information in their “Help and support centre”. Unlike the other companies,
Facebook does not make a point on the webpage about the privacy of information

towards Facebook and the potential third parties with which Facebook shares the

information. Rather, privacy is posited by Facebook as the ability to control the visibility
of one’s private information towards other Facebook users. This is exemplified by the
link to “Safety Check-up”, which concerns the sharing of one’s information with the

“people you want”. The only thing mentioning the sharing of information with third
parties is the “checking and removal of recently used other companies’ applications

and sites to which you have logged in with your Facebook credentials”. The help page
further links into other help pages concerning the specifics of controlling the visibility
of one’s private information in Facebook.
As with other companies, Facebook provides a privacy policy for detailed information

about their privacy practices, accessible separately at facebook.com/privacy. Unlike
other companies, Facebook only details their privacy practices in their privacy policy.

The privacy policy is laid out as a text-only document, with links to some relevant help
articles.

Amazon was found to have divergent information about privacy across geographical
regions. As with Facebook, Amazon only supplies privacy information in the form of
help articles and a privacy notice. For the purpose of this study, the Amazon.co.uk and
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Amazon.com webpages were reviewed, representing the US and UK versions of

Amazon, as no Finnish version was available for full consistency. Both versions have
an article in the help database with the title “Security & Privacy”, however the content
differs quite significantly. For example, in the US version under the “Privacy” header
are the following links:
•
•
•

Amazon & My Data

How Do I Request My Data?
Amazon.com Privacy Notice

Whereas in the UK version the following links are displayed:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

How Does Amazon Use My Data?

What Data Does Amazon Collect And Use?
How Does Amazon Keep My Data Secure?

Amazon Digital And Device Privacy Settings

How Do I View And Manage My Data On Amazon?
How Do I Request My Data?
Amazon & My Data

The help articles, as is the case with most other of the companies, apart from
Facebook, detail the collection of personal data and the uses of it in clear terms for

users. Examples are given, such as, that the data allows Amazon to “handle your
orders and payments, deliver your items and provide you with the right services”. The

language addresses the user as “you” personally, however it is quite formal and legal-

like. Overall, the articles presented in the help database of Amazon read more like a
privacy policy, rather than information which would inform the common user in clear
and concise way about the handling of their private information and their ability to
control it. The “Privacy Notice” of Amazon is a standard privacy policy presented in a
plaintext format in a very legal-like text with hyperlinks to the help articles mentioned
before.
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4.6 Executive Communication on Privacy

CEOs and other top executives are a significant part of the public image of the big tech
companies, and thus their statements might be considered to represent the views and

interests of their respective companies, even if the executives do not explicitly state
so. That being the case, this section of findings describes some recent public
statements made by tech company executives regarding online privacy.

In an interview with ABC News (Yang & Scott, 2019), Tim Cook, the CEO of Apple,
proclaimed that online privacy has become a major societal issue. In the interview, Tim

Cook had established that Apple’s users are “not their product” and that the company

is an ally of consumers in the protection of their privacy. Furthermore, in opinion piece
previously published in Time Magazine earlier the same year (Cook, 2019), he called
for “the U.S. congress to pass comprehensive federal privacy legislation”. In the same
piece, he outlined four rights which should be covered by the legislation:
•
•
•
•

Right to have personal data minimized
Right to knowledge
Right to access

Right to data security

Facebook’s CEO, Mark Zuckerberg also shared his vision for the privacy-related

matters for Facebook in 2019. In his note (Zuckerberg, 2019), published on Facebook’s

website, he acknowledges the bad reputation that Facebook holds on user privacy and
posits that the company will improve their privacy practices. The vision for the
company’s private future is built on six key principles, which are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Private interactions
Encryption

Reducing permanence
Safety

Interoperability

Secure data storage

Similar communications have been made on behalf of Google. Also, in 2019, the CEO

of Google, Sundar Pichai wrote an opinion piece for New York Times (Pichai, 2019),
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reiterating the main points of communication made on behalf of the company – data is
collected to improve services and it is protected. In his piece, he reiterates Google’s
views towards online privacy as presented on their own webpage. Additionally, he

argues that privacy should “be equally available to everyone in the world”. Pichai posits
that while legislation will be helpful in ensuring privacy, companies should be leading
the charge.

Microsoft’s President Brad Smith has also posited in an event in 2019, that privacy is
an emerging issue that needs to be addressed. Smith presented that data should
belong to individuals and that data should become more open and accessible, to avoid

few large companies amassing extensive wealth and economic power. Smith also

noted, that customers’ privacy concerns have recently shifted from governments’

abuse of private information towards abuse by companies (news.microsoft.com, 2019).
Microsoft’s CEO, Satya Nadella has also argued in favor of privacy, calling for “data

dignity” and transparent data privacy laws at World Economic Forum 2020
(Chowdhury, 2020)

Amazon was found to differ from the other big tech companies in the sense, that no

meaningful comments were found to have been made regarding privacy by their highlevel executives.

5. ANALYSIS
5.1 Regulation

Regulation was found to be a major concern for big tech, with possible adverse effects

for the companies including financial liabilities, added costs, regulatory scrutiny,
decreased innovation and brand damage. For some of the companies, such as
Facebook, some of these effects have become manifested already.

Regulation is viewed as both a local and international issue by the companies, ranging
from the present to the future. The companies assume that there will be developments
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in privacy regulation across the globe, which is a cause for uncertainty towards the
future among the companies.

Compliance with regulation is not viewed only as a matter of the companies’ own

actions, but also as a matter of unintended events, such as data breaches. Such cases
have previously manifested, for example, in the case of Facebook.

The companies utilize various measures to avoid adverse effects from privacy

regulation. Most importantly, the companies try to comply with the pre-existing privacy
regulation to avoid the detrimental effects from noncompliance. The companies take

steps to reduce uncertainty by observing the changing regulatory landscape and by
adapting to it. Internal controls and processes are used to reduce the risk of unintended
noncompliance.

In addition to direct management efforts towards complying with privacy regulation, the

companies engage in lobbying and political advocacy, both on their own behalf and

through intermediaries, such as Internet Association. Privacy was found to be a key
issue in the lobbying efforts of these companies. In addition to lobbying, key figures,
such as all of the five companies with the exception of Amazon, have clearly taken a
pro-privacy stance in the public.

Through advocacy, these companies could possibly have concrete effects on future

privacy regulation. These companies have, for example, sought for a unified privacy
framework in the United States, which would reduce their burden of compliance. The

privacy regulation proposed on behalf of these companies could significantly reduce

the uncertainty these companies experience with present discourse on privacy
regulation. Furthermore, in promoting their own views of privacy regulation, these
companies could be hypothesized to influence societal privacy norms, being the
largest companies in their respective fields.

Both compliance with privacy regulation and proposals to regulate online privacy
should be beneficial for big tech in managing online privacy concern, since as previous
literature has shown, perceived regulation decreases online privacy concern among

consumers. Based on the findings, a relationship between the compliance towards
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privacy regulation and online privacy concern can be hypothesized. For example,
Facebook, a company out of the five which has had previous breaches of compliance
could be expected to have suffered from an increase in online privacy concern.

5.2 Online Privacy Concern

Most big tech companies have taken a stance of promoting online privacy and clearly
informing their customers of their data collection practices, while also informing the

customers of their rights and possibilities concerning the use of their personal data.
Even so, differences among the companies exist.

Apple, Google and Microsoft all communicate clearly and understandably to their users

on issues pertaining to online privacy. The companies clearly explain why personal
data is collected and how it is used. By doing this, it could be assumed that the

consumers of these companies would have less online privacy concern, due to
increased perception of privacy protections. The communication used by these

companies is both personal and compassionate, which could be received by

consumers as showing care towards consumers’ privacy concern. Previous research
supports this, as it has been previously found that high quality community might reduce
online privacy concern among consumers.

Likewise, the same companies allow consumers to meaningfully change their choices
regarding their personal data. By giving their users control over their own private

information, the consumers will not have to resort to protective behaviour, such as
giving false information.

Furthermore, perhaps partially due to GDPR requirements, all the companies offer an
ability for their users to remove their personal data with varying degrees of ease.

Providing easy and understandable options for their users could be assumed to reduce
the online privacy concern of the consumers.

In their approach to online privacy concern, some characteristics of previously posited

ethical theories can be recognized. Firstly, most of the companies seem to act
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consistently with the control approach to privacy. According to the approach, privacy
is achieved when individuals can control what personal information is shared of them,

which is exactly what the different “privacy tools” offered by big tech do. Likewise, there
are some emerging characteristics of social contract approach to privacy, especially in
terms of communication. This approach can be noticed, for example, in the calls to

privacy as posited by Tim Cook who calls for regulation to protect consumers’ privacy.
It could also be assumed, since these companies hold quite monopolistic positions in
their markets, they would not have to address online privacy concern appropriately.

For example, the switching costs for consumers in the consumer operating systems
market might be so high, that consumers will rather discount their own privacy than

switch to alternative products. Further dominance and capture of market share could
thus also been as a tool to mitigate online privacy concern.

6. DISCUSSION
6.1 General Discussion

This study approached the problem of growing online privacy concern, by exploring

the methods used by big tech companies themselves to address online privacy

concern and regulation. As most previous studies relate to the standpoint of
consumers, this study provided a novel outlook in describing how companies at the
forefront of the internet economy approach the problem.

While the study did not exhaustively cover every single aspect of the problem, it sets

a solid foundation for future research. The highest value of the findings of this study is

in explicating in academic research what can already be observed from the actions of

these companies. This study, for example, explicates that big tech sees online privacy
concern both as a risk and an opportunity. The companies approach privacy regulation
as a risk in their annual reports, yet the same companies and their leadership figures

call for more regulation at the same time. The companies have also taken novel

approaches to providing their users with relevant information about their own private
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information and the control over said information. Noteworthy is also the fact, that
clearly not all the companies approach online privacy concern as seriously.

6.2 Limitations

The limitations of this study are mainly related to the methodology, qualitative
document analysis and the target companies selected for the research.

Firstly, qualitative document analysis is highly dependent on the judgement of the

researcher conducting the analysis. Thus, while under an ideal situation the analysis
would be completely objective, the interpretation of language by the researcher always
leaves room for personal bias, even if the possibility for bias is recognized in the

research process. Likewise, the selection of documents can lead to a biased outlook
on the subject, if documents with additional or contrary information are left out of the
process.

Secondly, with qualitative document analysis, the source documents must be trusted

to provide accurate information. The methodology provides a look from the outside to

the workings of the companies being researched, and thus if a company’s outward
communication is inconsistent with the goals of their management and other internal
goals, the research could too provide an explanation that is inconsistent with reality.

And finally, as this study relates only to big tech, it cannot be generalized to other

companies dealing with online privacy concern and privacy regulation, as these
companies hold quite a unique position in today’s economy, due to their enormous

shares of their respective market segments. Furthermore, these companies have a

controversial public presence which could affect the objectivity of this study, not only
by influencing the author’s judgement but by also affecting the reliability of the source
material about the companies.
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7. CONCLUSIONS
7.1 Main Findings

This study explored and explicated the ways in which big tech companies – Apple,
Amazon, Facebook, Google and Microsoft address online privacy concern and privacy
regulation.

It was found, that regulation is approached by big tech both as a risk as an opportunity.

The companies dedicate resources and effort to comply with the prevalent regulation

and plan for possible changes in regulation. Regulation is seen by the companies as a

risk and a possible cause for adverse effects on their business, such as increased
costs and inability to conduct business in their current form.

While regulation was found to be viewed as a risk by big tech, many of the companies
also take a proactive stance towards regulation, in one form or another. Some of the

companies themselves, and some of their key executives have demanded for
increased regulation of privacy, going as far as calling privacy a basic human right that
needs to be protected by law. Additionally, the companies have spent resources on

lobbying lawmakers in the EU and USA on issues pertaining to privacy regulation,
however, the stance taken in the lobbying was not explicated. Furthermore, however,
for example, a lobbying organization which was found to represent all of the five
companies has taken a stance for federal privacy framework in the USA.

To address consumer privacy, these companies were found to also communicate to
their users on issues pertinent to online privacy. Especially Apple, Google and

Microsoft were found to communicate clearly to their customers about the usage of
their private information. The same companies were also found to provide clear

guidelines and tools which their users can utilize to control how their private information
is used by these companies.

Amazon and Facebook were also found to try to address their users’ online privacy
concern in same way as the other three companies, however in a much more
rudimentary way. The findings show that big tech can not necessarily be grouped
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together as one entity on online privacy issues, as the way in which these companies
address online privacy concern and regulation was found to have similarities, but also
differences across the companies.

7.2 Implications for International Business

The study contributes to understanding the management of online privacy concern and
privacy regulation. Previous studies have taken mostly the viewpoint of consumers
towards privacy issues, with this study providing additional insight into how online
privacy concern is managed in concrete terms.

Despite the critique which the big tech companies have received on issues pertaining
to online privacy, the companies have evidently had enormous success too. The ways
in which big tech address online privacy concern and privacy regulation can be

mimicked by other companies to achieve similar outcomes in managing online privacy
concern.

In addition to having concrete value for management purposes, this study explicates
big tech’s actions in managing online privacy concern and thus provides valuable
information which could advance more informed discourse on the topic.

7.3 Suggestions for Further Research

Further research could attempt to quantify the results derived from this study and

investigate the same topic with different target companies. Further viewpoints and

sources which might have been left unconsidered in this study could also be evaluated.
To quantify the results of this study, it would make sense, for example, to compare the

online privacy concern outcomes of different big tech companies and measure how

that relates to the differences mentioned among the companies in this study. It would
also be sensible to overall evaluate whether the methods employed by big tech are

enough for managing online privacy concern, as this study only discovered those
methods, instead of trying to evaluate the effectiveness of them.
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Furthermore, studies like this one could be undertaken in different industries and

market segments. For example, as this study relates to the largest internet companies

in the international market, another point of focus could be local companies in a specific
country.
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